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ABSTRACT 

This document is a musical study of He Zhanhao 
and Chen Gang's The Butterfly Lovers violin concerto. 
It traces the concerto's cultural background in China, 
analyzes the concerto in terms of form, melody, scale, 
mode, harmony, and orchestration and discusses the more 
unusual technical demands of violin playing made by this 
concerto. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Butterfly Lovers violin concerto was written by 

He Zhanhao and Chen Gang in 1959 while they were students 

of the Shanghai Conservatory in China. Mnsically, the 

concerto is a synthesis of Eastern and Western traditions 

although the melodies and overall style are derived from 

the Shanghai Opera. The concerto is a type of programmatic 

work such as the symphony Harold in Italy of Berlioz. 

Both use a solo string instrument with orchestra to describe 

a well-known story. Berlioz's work is suggested by Lord 

Byron's Childe Harold; He and Chen's work portrays the 

famous Chinese folktale 'Liang-Zhu' (The Butterfly Lovers). 

This concerto is important in the historical 

development of Western-style classical music in China. 

It is the first and virtually the only Chinese violin 

concerto widely known inside and outside of China. Since 

its publication, many Chinese musicians have followed its 

model to compose their symphonic music in a strong Chinese 

style combined with modern compositional methods. This 

concerto is often performed in concerts in China, Hong 

Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Japan, Europe and North America, 

and has been recorded by violinists such as Wei Xue, winner 

of the Tchaikovsky and Carl Flesh International Competitions 
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(with The Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra); Takako 

Nishizaki, winner of Leventritt International Competition 

(with The Czecho-Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra); and 

others. This study will examine the concerto, its 

background and performance problems, in detail. 
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PART ONE 

CULTURAL BACKGROUND 

Chapter 1 Social and Political Influence 

There is a tradition in Chinese philosophy that 

considers music to be an important political ingredient 

of society rather than a form of popular entertainment. 

This tradition is very old and can be found in the writings 

of Confucius (551-479 B.C.) more than two thousand years 

ago. In his political philosophy, the most important value 

is to educate people with Li-Yue (ethics and music.) 

The Yue is expressed from the inner person and makes 
(people) quiet or still; the Li is accepted by everyone 
from outside and makes (people) polite, gentle, 
refined, and non-military. There would be no social 
discord if people knew the Yue and no political 
struggle or dispute if society knew the Li part of 
the philos~phy. It is best way to rule a country 
by Li-Yue. 

He believed that a person or people or country, 

Should begin its educational and moral development 
first with ~oetry, then with Li (ethics), and finally 
with Music. 

In this light, music is seen as educational and essential 

to the development of one's sensibilities rather than as 
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entertainment. 

This opinion also can be found in the works of Mao 

Ze-Dong (1893-1976): 

Literature and art should be powerful weapons 
for uniting and educating3the people and for attacking 
and destroying the enemy. 

It is clear that music (along with other arts) is really 

treated as a political weapon, though this talk was given 

during World War II when the Chinese people were arduously 

resisting the Japanese invaders. 

This phenomenon, music deeply involved with social 

and political life, happened not only in China. Some of 

Chopin's music is, for instance, connected with the national 

revolutionary movement of his native Poland. The political 

. elements of his music were described as "A cannon under 

flowers" (R. Schumann). Also, the music of Beethoven or 

Sibelius, for example, the Eroica Symphony and the symphonic 

poem Kalevala, show clearly the political ideals of the 

composers. In short, music was, and perhaps still is, 

strongly related to the social and political lives of the 

people. 

Following this tradition, the Chinese government policy 

for all arts in the late nineteen-fifties was expressed 

by this brief and well-known phrase: "To make the past 
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serve the present, and foreign things serve China." The 

government appealed to musicians to compose Chinese style 

symphonic music which must conform to the principles of 

"Revolutionization, Nationalization (in the meaning of 

race, not the state) and Popularization." Following these 

principles, especially Chinese nationalization, the 

composers of The Butterfly Lovers used the famous Chinese 

tale 'Liang-Zhu' to create this concerto in the sonata 

form. 

Chapter 2 Literary Source of "Liang-Zhu" 

Li Mao-Cheng, the author of "Liang-Zhu", was a county 

officer in South China during the Song dynasty (11th 

century). He documented local historical events in the 

"County Records". It seems there were actually two people 

named Liang Shan-Po and Zhu Ying-Tai who tragically died 

for their love while in their twenties. 

The 'Liang-Zhu' tale took place around the middle 

of the fourth century in a village in South China. A very 

beautiful girl named zhu Ying-Tai ran away from home, 

rebelling against the restrictions placed upon girls by 

tradition. Disguising herself as a boy, she entered school 

in Hangzhou where she met Liang Shan-Po, a very fine young 

man. The two studied together for three years, without 
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Liang ever discovering that Zhu was a girl. They became 

really great friends and Zhu fell in love with Liang, but 

was unable to express her love since she had to remain 

a 'boy'. When the time came for the friends to part, Zhu 

contrived to let Liang know the truth by a series of 

allusions, but her hints were all lost on the ingenuous 

young fellow. 

After a time, Liang greatly missing his cOiapanion, 

attempted to visit Zhu's house, where he found out that 

Zhu was a girl and about to be married. Her father had 

arranged for her to marry a wealthy neighbour. Only then 

did he understand what Zhu had so often tried to tell him 

and in his bitter despair regretted that he didn't 

understand earlier. At their final meeting, the desperate 

young lovers swore eternal fidelity to each other even 

though they knew that there was no way to resist her 

father's arrangement. 

Shortly thereafter Liang fell ill and died of a broken 

heart. Upon hearing this sad news, Zhu, driven to despair, 

arrived at the front of Liang's grave, where she wept 

bitterly over the heartless' feudal morality, and in her 

grief beseeched his tomb to open. At this moment there 

was a clap of thunder, the tomb suddenly split open and 

Zhu leapt into it. The two lovers then emerged as 

butterflies and flew away together, finally reunited. 



A rainbow shines and flowers flourish. 
Amid the flow~rs butterflies flutter 
In pairs that never sever 
The spirits of Liang and Zhu never perish. 

As a famous love story similar to Shakespeare's 

13 

tragedy Romeo and Juliet, Liang-Zhu has been widely used 

in Chinese literature, plays, operas and many other kinds 

of performances. The most popular example is the Shanghai 

Opera performance of this story. The composers of the 

violin concerto adopted the opera's music style and the 

dramatic plot to create their own new musical language 

in the concerto. 

1. Confucius & followers: Li Ji, vol.37, "Yue Ji". 
2. Confucius & followers: Lun Yu, "Tai BO". 
3. Mao Ze-Dong: Talks at the Yanan Forum on Literature 

and Arts, Shanbei, China. May 23, 1942. 
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PART TWO 

MUS I CAL A N A L Y SIS 

Chapter 3 Form 

The concerto is in a single-movement sonata form 

which can be divided into three sections by the programmatic 

ideas of Romance, Defiance and Transformation. The formal 

structure (refer to Chart in Appendix) is such that not 

only is the overall concerto in ternary ABA form, but the 

subsectiona1 details are as well. 

1. Exposition (Romance) 

This section is in ternary form and its three parts 

can also be seen as a smaller 'sonata form' which consists 

of its own 'exposition, development and recapitulation.' 

The 'exposition' is again in ABA form plus the 

introduction at the very beginning and the cadenza

transition at the end. The introduction starts with a 

beautiful flute solo imitating typical bird chirping sounds 

signifying Spring. This is followed by flowing melodies 

from the oboe and clarinet until finally the solo viclin 

enters with a statement of the Love Theme (part A). A 
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cantabile duet between violin and cello follows describing 

the first meeting of Liang and Zhu (part B). The solo 

violin then plays an accompanying melody to the Love Theme 

played by the full orchestra (part A). 

After a cheerful violin cadenza, the lively 

'development' comes, alternating with the solo and 

orchestral tutti, interpreting the the1r joyful years at 

school. It is in ABA form. The A part is a theme with 

three variations, not a 'Rondo' as many articles suggested1 • 

The musical material of these passages is transformed from 

the themes occurring in the 'exposition' (see chapter 4). 

The movement ends with a 'recap' which changes to 

a somber tempo appropriate for the occasion of the sad 

and reluctant separation of the two 'boy' friends. 

2. Development (Defiance of the Arranged Marriage) 

This section is in three parts: fast-slow-fast, which 

resembles a three-movement 'concerto'. 

The 'first movement' is in ABA form which reflects 

the programmatic content of "family force" and "Zhu's 

defiance". The opening ominous sound of the gong, double 

bass, and bassoon prepares the listener psychologically 

for something evil and sad. The brass blares out Zhu's 

father's theme which represents the harsh moral principles 

of feudal times. The solo violin renders a strong wail 



of recitando elevato as Zhu's painful bewilderment and 

is immediately followed by the defiance theme with its 

heavily syncopated chords. 
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After the sharp contrast of the themes (Zhu's and 

her father's), the slow 'second movement' occurs with a 

beautiful duet by the solo violin and cello portraying 

the tragic, sad vow of the two lovers' last meeting. 

The 'third movement' concludes with a theme and its 

slow-fast variations describing Zhu's despair over her 

lover's death. After a final recitative-like melody by 

the solo violin, the orchestra builds up to a gigantic 

force leading to the climax (Coda) as Zhu jumps into the 

grave of her lover. 

3. Recapitulation (Transformation into Butterflies) 

The last section of the concerto is again in an ABA 

form with an introduction and a coda. The introduction 

begins with the solo flute and harp repeating the themes 

from the very beginning of the concerto. The muted solo 

violin (Love Theme) and the ethereal, light orchestral 

background depict the transformation of the pair into 

butterflies and symbolizes the hope that a beautiful life 

in the hereafter awaits all the good people of the Earth. 
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Chapter 4 Melodic Development 

The traditional Chinese musical aesthetic thinking 

is based on the development of homophonic melodic lines 

rather than polyphonic motives~ In this concerto, the 

composers created several melodies as a kind of "Id6e fixe" 

in the style of Shanghai Opera and developed them 

extensively through various thematic transformations. 

No music of the Shanghai Opera is quoted or directly 

imitated, but essentials of opera music are assimilated 

nonetheless into an entirely original language. 

There are two themes: First Theme-a and b (FT-a,b) 

and Second Theme-a (ST-a) in the beginning of the Exposition 

section. Second Theme-b (ST-b) occurs later in beginning 

of the Development section. Each of the themes will be 

presented many times later in the concerto within the 

appropriate transformations of the musical programming 

(Refer to Chart in Appendix.) 

The First Theme-a is the famous Love Theme which evokes 

the imagery of Zhu. It is beautifully lyric and feminine 

in character (Example 1-1). When the theme occurs later, 

near the end of the Exposition and in the Development 

sections, it is transformed to completely different 

characters but retains the same melodic line (Example 

1-2,3,4). 



EXAMPLE 1-1. FT-a1, m.12-20, "Love Theme" 

mp 

EXAMPLE 1-2. FT-a2, m.244-64, "Parting from School" 

EXAMPLE 1-3. FT-a3, m.324-9, "Painful Bewilderment 
of the Family Marriage Management" 

Example 1-4. FT-a4, m.481-3, "Despair over Liang's Death" 

(Allegro Moderato Recit LamcDtoso) 

~/ib. n.J· tz.,,>_ Allegro molto J -160 

R& l l'i.lg!f JE1d n H HI ~ ij 1 ! 
'-' :j_. . . 

The First Theme-b occurs as an accompanying melody 

to the First Theme-a, extending and enriching its cantabile 

character. 
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EXAMPLE 1-5. FT-b1, m.39-41, "studying and Having Fun 
Together" 

V 
2*' --.' ,-r 

When the FT-b returns in the Recapitulation, it becomes 

a fully solo main theme, singing out the joyful reunion 

of the lovers. 

EXAMPLE 1-6. FT-bS, m.684-7, "Cheerful Reunion" 

Pi~ mosso J. 63 

fi1_ _11' 

I@' E g r 
This theme in the Development strongly expresses Zhu's 

defiance in both slow and fast passages. 

EXAMPLE 1-7. FT-b4, m.410-15, "Defiance" (slow) 

(Patimento) J .. 132 

& a 13- E ~ ~" I I., "I 
~: 
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EXAMPLE 1-8. FT-b3, m.346-41, "Defiance" (fast) 

.) • 7fT 

:> 

In the Exposition, the FT-b appears as a lively dance-like 

figure to portray the lover's carefree years in school. 

EXAMPLE 1-9. FT-b2, m.123-7, "Joy years" 

The Second Theme first occurs in the cellos when 

the solo violin accompanies them in the Exposition. It 

is a charming dnet representing Liang and Zhu's love. 

The theme, contrasting with the First Theme, begins in 

the Gong mode (see example 2-1, Chinese pentatonic modes,) 

and is vigorous and urbane in character which symbolized 

the gentle and honest young man. 

EXAMPLE 1-·10. ST-a1, 

1
::--

m/ 

m.31-4, "First meeting" 

.-_.-.. _---
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Comparing the characteristics of the two themes, it 

is interesting to see that the composers created a 'minor 

key' feeling in the First Theme to symbolize the girl and 

create a 'major key' feeling in the Second for the boy. 

Th,e main melodic notes of the First Theme, either A or 

B, outline a perfect fourth. Within this fourth, there 

is another pitch, either a major-second or a minor-third 

away from the lower note: B-D-E and D-E-G (see Example 

1-1 and 1-6). These notes are treated sequentially and 

will hereafter be referred to as a "Perfect fourth row 

of three notes". These rows give the listener an impression 

of smooth, soft and flowing motion because of the 

major-second passing note and the perfect-fourth outer 

notes. In the Second Theme, the main melodic row is in 

a major third: D-E-F#, which in contrast to the girl's 

theme, is stronger and more masculine in character. 

The Second Theme occurs later in the mid-section of 

the Exposition at a fast tempo with the same melodic wave 

line. 

EXAMPLE 1-11. ST-a2, m.220-23, "Joy years" 

1 (. 
! . 

otJ f 
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The duet appears again in a sad and plaintive section in 

the Development to portray the lover's desperate final 

meeting • 

. EXAMPLE 1-12. ST-a3, m.448-47 

(Lagrimoso) J '"48 
:I 3 V & .n· ~ )ff6---....:J 

P& W\ p t Cur%'£ r 

The Second Theme has another figure (ST-b) to indicate 

the feudal power of Zhu's father. The upward figure 

D-E-F#-A changing to a downward form D-C#-B-A, is used 

to indicate the conflict between Zhu's hopes for marriage 

and happiness and the restriction of her traditional 

situation. 

EXAMPLE 1-13. ST-b1, m.296-7, "Zhu's father" 

PiiJ mosso) -104 ~ D 1"1 .. 4\-
J 

; 
.. 

Co ?:t, ',;/, 7i .. ~ ... 
mf j) 

:> .-.- >-
: ~- ---,- .. -

-+ -" -t --
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EXAMPLE 1-14. ST-b2, m.309-10, "Feudal force" 

EXAMPLE 1-15. ST-b3, m.426--7, (same as above) 

. (Rnbbioso) J .. 1:16 

:> :> 

The character of this theme is again transformed at the 

end of the development section. The theme now symbolizes 

both the tragedy of the story and the lyrical beauty of 

the young lover's idealism. 

EXAMPLE 1-16. ST-b4, m.647-9, "Zhu leaps into the grave" 

7 

~-
:> 

'----,---- t:T 
------~. 
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After analyzing the melodic development of this 

concerto, it is clear to see that the composers varied 

and developed the melodies into different natures and 

characters, which serve this programmatic music and the 

roles of the story beautifully. 

Chapter 5 Scale, Mode and Modulation 

This concerto avoids establishment of either a major 

or minor tonality, but the melodic assertion of local tonics 

within a Chinese pentatonic modal framework creates a 

fluctuating sense of key. 

Modality in traditional Chinese music is most important 

among diatonic sets. Since there are five pitch classes 

in the diatonic set, there can be five modes created from 

it by asserting each of its elements as tonic. 

EXAMPLE 2-1. Chinese Pentatonic Modes 

.--____ JI_'A9, (MI) 
jll "---" YU (LA) 

GONG (DO) '\ " 
~ • ~r~------------~------~jo 

These five modes are called th~ "Diao-shi" of Gong, 

Shang, Jiao, Zhi, and Yu in Chinese and can be used on 
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any pitch. Their functional usage is similar to the modes 

of Medieval and Renaissance music. In the musical theory 

of Western major-minor system, the tonic note is always 

more important than others. But in the Chinese pentatonic 

mqdes, the note Gong (or Idol) retains its importance 

whether it is tonic or not. This means, in the G-Zhi mode 

(see example 2-1 above), for example, the tonic note is 

G, but it is also important to remember the Gong-note C. 

The Gong will strongly affect on the establishing of key 

and modulations. The music of this violin concerto is 

mainly in the zhi mode on D which is the one primarily 

used in Han Chinese music. 

EXAMPLE 2-2. The Zhi mode of this concerto 

o 
ZHI 

o 

YU 

' .. 
Hypogong SHANG 

GONG JIAO 

o 

The note D is heard as tonic because of its frequency 

of recurrence, its use as the last note and its metric 

emphasis in several measures. There is an extra note in 

this pentatonic mode: P#, "Bian-Gong," means Hypo-Gong. 

This note emphasizes the melodies of this concerto in the 

strong melodic style of Shanghai Opera. It usually 

functions to lead the melody down through E to the tonic 
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D rather than the common way of up to G. 

EXAMPLE 2-3a,b. The note "Hypo-Gong" 

a. m.14-S 

b. m.10 

The modulations in this piece are mostly not based 

on harmonic function but on some of the principles of 

Chinese pentatonic modulation. The relationship between 

HypoGong and Jiao is, for example, one of those principles 

which has been used in this concerto. 

EXAMPLE 2-4. m.SO, Modulation with "HypoGong-Jiao" 
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The F# here is the common note of the modulation. It serves 

as HypoGong of the previous key (D-Zhi), and as Jiao of 

the later key (A-Zhi). This HypoGong-Jiao modulation 

technique is very often found in Chinese composition. 

Another example of pentatonic modulation in this 

concerto is the use of the "Fourth Row of Three Notes". 

The pentatonic scale can be divided into four different 

rows of three notes. Each row contains one major second 

and one minor third. The outer two notes are always in 

the interval of a perfect fourth. 

EXAMPLE 2-5. Fourth row of three notes 

! 
~ .J, 

" I'lIo 

'" e. v /'"" 

Row 1. Sol-la-do 
Row 2. La-do-re 
Row 3. Re-mi-sol 
Row 4. Mi-sol-la 

3 . 

11 

~ .1"'" 

I 

2(M.2nd + m.3rd) 
(m.3rd + M.2nd) 
(M.2nd + m.3rd) 
(m.3rd + M.2nd) 

EXAMPLE 2-6. m.7-9, Modulations. 

! 

4 

D-Zhi: HypoGong 
A-Zhi: Jiao 

A-Zhi: Sol-la-do(Row1) 
D-Zhi: Re-mi-sol(Row3) 
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Modulation can also be made through changing the meaning 

of the row in the different keys. Example 2-6 is a very 

good example of both techniques of modulation which have 

been mentioned above: The first three sixteenth-notes 

of measure 9, A-B-D, make of row 1 "So l-La-Do" in the old 

key (A-Zhi). They also serve as row 3 "RE-Mi-Sol" in the 

new key (D-Zhi) during this modulation. In measure 7, 

the note FH again takes the main role in this modulation 

by its HypoGong-Jiao relationship. 

Chapter 6 Harmony 

It is interesting to note that while some Western 

composers early in this century looked to the Orient for 

new aesthetic influences, Chinese composers were using 

Western methods and techniques to develop their own musical 

systems. Originally, there was no harmony in traditional 

Chinese music but only melody. During the composition 

of The Butterfly Lovers, He and Chen invented an unusual 

harmonic language, which is applied almost solely to enhance 

the resonance of the Chinese pentatonic melodic line. Its 

content of pitches is not confined to any prevailing 

diatonic scale, nor does it suggest a key in the traditional 

manner. On certain points, the Chinese harmonic techniques 

are astonishingly similar to Western models, though He 
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and Chen had no chance to learn either Debussy's or Bartok's 

music at the time when the violin concerto was composed. 

1. Chords 

Triads reign among the accompanying harmonies, but 

the third note of the triad is usually replaced by either 

perfect-fourth or major-second. 

EXAMPLE 3-1 

Triads Pentatonic Triads 

0' 

The tonic chord of this concerto is D-G-A-D, instead of 

D major triad. It is named 'Pi-pa Chord' because its 

intervals are the same as the Chinese string instrument 

'Pi-pals tuning: A-D-E-A. The chord includes both the 

dominant and subdominant notes which support the tonic 

from opposite sides. 

Example 3-2 is a chart of chords of the pentatonic 

scale which are used in the fist theme of the Exposition. 

The characteristics of these chords are as follows: 



EXAMPLE 3-2. Chords in First Theme 

Zhi-D: 
Pi,tch Names: 

Chords: 

I (i) 
Zhi 

'Pi-Pal 

II 
Yu 
m/m7 

IV 
Gong 
M+ b 

V 
Shang 
m/m7 
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VI (vi) 
Jiao 
m/m7 

a) They always consist of a major-second interval 

in structures for pentatonic color. (This is the same 

technique as Debussy's "added tone" as used, in his La 

,!?anse de Puck.) 

b) They avoid major thirds or leading tones which 

could strongly direct the harmonic motion toward 

a cadential tonic. The dominant chord Shang is 

a minor triad or minor seventh; the tonic chord 

Zhi as mentioned before, replaces the major third 

with a perfect fourth or adds a major second to 

reduce the intention of this chord; and, the 

subdominant chord Gong adds a major sixth to give 

this chord a pentatonic color. 

c) They use pentatonic melodic sets as diatonic 

harmony, such as the minor seventh and other chords 

(see example 3-2: chord II, V, VI and vi). The 

pentatonic sets serve both horizontally and 

vertically. (This method of pentatonic subsets 

also can be found in the Third String Quartet of 
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Bartok.) 

These sets are also closely allied to 

quartal harmony, since the five-note fourth chord 

(see example 3-3) is a pentatonic collection. (These 

relationships were exploited by several major 

composers of the twentieth century, for example, 

by having a pentatonic melody accompanied by a 

succession of fourth chords.) 

EXAMPLE 3-3. Quartal harmony 

f- t. 

2. Harmonic progressions 

The harmonic progressions in this concerto have some 

different characteristics from traditional ways: 

a) Cadences completely avoid the strong dominant-to-

tonic forms. They use minor dominant chords instead of 

major ones for the authentic cadence. Root movement is 

up a perfect fourth, but there is no traditional resolution 

of the seventh or leading tone. 

b) The II chord (minor triad or seventh) is used 

instead the IV chord (Major triad) for the plagal cadences. 
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EXAMPLE 3-4. m.673-4, Authentic cadence 

t AI, , 

EXAMPLE 3-5. m.669, Plagal cadences 

c) Some chords are applied here not for the use of 

harmonic function but for coloring the mood. The tonic 

chord in the third bar of example 3-6, is not a B "Pi-pa" 

chord nor B major, but a B minor seventh in first inversion. 

This chord not only colors the mood of "the lover's 

separating" in the program, but also makes the bass line 

flow smoothly from E down to B. 

EXAMPLE 3-6. m.244-9, Color chord e 
., h. f! u. :1= ,~ 
._,0- !! " 

1 ;§~ r¥ :J ElI~E2ttJ I I 
'" P 

'" ~ * I-
- .. -,J:' ,., .. r-4I-

>t ~ -"if" !~ !~:. ..:~ r-- P 
~ 

Pi I I I 
: 

.,g.-. 09- I ~l: - -~ ~ - -9-_ -d) Chords without thirds (open fourths and fifths) 

help create the effect of an oriental mystical mist. 

(Debussy's La Cathedrale engloutie offers many similar 
examples.) 
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EXAMPLE 3-7. m.660-65, Chord without Third 

... 

& :;r 
l' r--=:: Ij --. 6 Ij r, 

:: '-L-- I I , 
:...L. . T- rc=.,,--' ..... 

e) Pentatonic harmonies are smooth but not static. 

The harmonic motion usually is clearly directed by the 

bass line. 

EXAMPLE 3-8. m.454-5, Bass line 

D 
A I ~ .-: -~~ .... ,........;. 3.....--=· 

:- - 0++ .J 
~'--t-~ . 

.. r ~ .... ~ ~ 

I'll ~. ~ .. ' 

~' . ;;, ~, ::;a -', 
~"b: 1L-1 ' ~-w-P--

I .0<--

) t. ~ ... ... 

J~ 1~ I ~~ J ;P'1 ~~ l; ) 7 7 "';. 

t 
.,. 

r ~ r ~ I~ i ~ .1, .... ~ 

f) Harmonic motion is intensified through the used 

of inversions. Example 3-9 is a 'Pi-pal chord on E, 

E-A-B-E. It lasts nine bars and clearly shows the harmonic 

direction while only changing the bass notes. 

EXAMPLE 3-9. m.51-9, Chord inversions 

~ 
.. - -. 

( ;',~ ~ > • 
>I . ~ , 

II' poco 
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Chapter 7 Orchestration 

The melodic statement is the most important part in 

traditional Chinese music. Therefore, The Butterfly Lovers 

violin concerto uses orchestral devices geared to express 

this idea by emphasizing the melodies. In the soft or 

thinly scored passages, the composers usually avoid doubling 

melodic lines, preferring the pure colors of solo 

instruments (see example 4-1). Even in passages where 

the full orchestra is playing, the melodic parts are still 

obvious because they are in powerful positions (see example 

4-2) • 

The use of Chinese pe'rcussion, "Ban-Gu", into the 

symphony orchestra was an innovation at the time when the 

concerto was composed. Ban-gu is a small and flat shaped 

Chinese drum. It is made of six wedges of wood held in 

place by metal hoops with a single nailed head. The top 

is covered with cowhide and played by a chopsticks-like 

mallet. The Ban-gu player in the Chinese folk and theater 

music orchestra is as important as the conductor of the 

western opera orchestra. He conducts the orchestra by 

playing different fixed 'Bans'(tempo & mode). In the violin 

concerto, the Ban-gu enhances the dramatic mood and 

strengthens the rhythmic style of Shanghai opera (see 

example 4-3). 

The texture of this piece is more like the 
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Homophony of the classical and romantic periods, in which 

one predominant line stands forth from a backdrop of chords 

or other accompanimental strata (see example 4-4). The 

narrating melody and appropriate background express 

traditional Chinese aesthetics and convey on a musical 

level aspects of a Chinese painting in its light and calm 

mood. 

EXAMPLE 4-1. m.5-8 

Cl. .,.---------
Cot.~~~~~~~~~ 

.·5' 
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EXAMPLE 4-2 m.647-9 

! 
! ' ~ ! : 

r PI! 

'I' 
:Ii:: 
,,I: 

EXAMPLE 4-3 m.484-8 

< < < ; ~ f -t ;t ~ ~ ~ I; e, e, ~ ~ n 0 ;!l 

~;:~.':'I----t 
If 

,.. po 

-iilii'- """" ,- =' ---'If"': -: r-
Io ~ ~ ~ 

q II , "<: 
... ... I ... ...~ ..." 

~~ It t'I II ] " 
j-)'/ "" I ~: 

oj I 

!w lL oj 

I-- I- I-- l- I- l- I- I- ' , 
y, 

I "" tJ I ] ; • 
ltV tI oj 

I i-i "" U: oj 

p~ ~ I 
, 

~ 

l- I- I-- 10- l- i- l- I-, , "<: n: oj 

• ~ oj 

"<: 

n~ 
.. 

I 1" fL " 
~ F- ~ 

10-

~I 
.3 l- I-- h "1i r It~ pJ ~ 

~~ ~) ~ ) ) ) ) if 
c 

0 

III 
0 

~, ~. ) I ~. 
If, I~l, I 

~ ~ ) ) ) 

~- ~llJj II t> ) ) ~ 

I 

) 

L-_t It- II! II I 
I 

'-- '-- l.....- I I I ,iI 

1 • s. Applebaum: The wax TheX Plax, Book II, p33-S. 
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PART THREE 

PE RFORMANCE T E C H N I QUE S 

The violin playing of this concerto is characterized 

by many special sounds and techniques. A violinist who 

attempts to learn this piece should pay close attention 

to those problems of the Chinese style of playing, both 

musical and technical. 

Chapter 8 Sliding Notes 

The portamento is used as an important element of 

musical expression in this concerto. Based on the intervals 

between the outer two notes of sliding, the slides can 

be described as follows: 

1. Minor Second 

a) DOWN-UP: Originally, this is a expressive fingering 

of Er-Hu, a Chinese two-string instrument. It is used 

for a sad mood in The Butterfly Lovers. The notation for 

this slide is [~ ]. 

EXAMPLE 5-1, m.561-6 

......., 

I J, I k-ttl 
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The left hand drops backward from the wrist and returns 

forward to its starting position. The finger submits to 

this motion by stretching and must not lose its place on 

the string by allowing itself to be pulled backward by 

th~ hand. The finger itself describes on the string a 

slow, rocking motion whereby its point of contact changes 

from a place closer to the nail to one farther back on 

the finger tip. With this motion the pitch changes slightly 

from the initial one toward the flatted side (~-i tone). 

As the hand returns to the starting position, the finger 

resumes its original shape and point of contact on the 

string. It is very much like a single slow vibrato cycle. 

b) SLOW-UP: This is a transplanted technique from 

Shanghai Opera singing. In Chinese singing, there is a 

strong feeling of leaning the music into the final note. 

The notation for this is [~]. 

EXAMPLE 5-2, m.336-7 

g 2 

J.a 1-& II 

To play this slide, the second finger should give enough 

pressure on the string without sticking. Move slowly and 

with no vibrato until the last C is reached. The bow should 

be steady and make the "sfp-crescendo ff" phrasing by 
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changing the speed, pressure and sounding point. 

2. Minor Third 

Slides of a minor third are greatly used in chinese 

fqlk music and instrumental playing for varying the color. 

This kind of slide for solo violin in the Butterfly 

Lovers is marked L/', 'v,..J' W. ] 
a) UP: It is a kind of "underslide"-as named by Ivan 

Galamian, the finger glides from below the arriving note. 

It is not necessary to start the slide exactly on the "grace 

note"- in fact, the gliding distance is less than a minor 

third. The procedure of the shift should be smooth, equal 

and not too fast. The bow should not lighten its pressure, 

and the movement of the finger will be slowed according 

to the expression desired. 

EXAMPLE 5-3, m.12-3 

II 

b) DOWN: Mostly, this is the same kind of slide as 

the one mentioned above. The difference is, however, this 

"grace note" should be emphasized by playing a slightly 

longer rhythmic value than is printed. 
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EXAMPLE 5-4, m.454-5 

c) UP-DOWN: This slide enhances the smoothness of 

melodic progression, similarizes it to Shanghai Opera 

singing and finally, adds to it a special Chinese flavor. 

The practice of the slide is a combination of the two above. 

Up: lighter, unaccented; and Down: longer upper-note. 

The vibrato should be cooperating along with the slide, 

which means that there is no vibrato until getting to the 

'home-note'. The changes of bow in this passage should 

be as smooth and unnoticeable as possible. 

EXAMPLE 5-5, m.448 

3. Larger Intervals 

EXAMPLE 5-6, m.523-7 

> 
m!'==========-- p 
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This is an example of glissando-like slide. It is 

a very useful performing technique quoted from Chinese 

instruments Zhui-qin, Er-hu and is closely related to 

song-tunes to portray a crying emotion. The notation of 

this portamento is either [~] or [~]. To play this 

slide, the movement of the fourth finger should start at 

the beginning of the third beat of high E and should end 

at the down beat of the G#. In another words, the slide 

should last a complete two-four measure. It is better 

to leave the low E off when starting the slide, and let 

the fourth finger slide from the high E to B in first 

position without vibrato. 

Chapter 9 Imitation of Chinese Instruments 

The solo violin playing in this concerto imitates 

some Chinese instruments to affect the Chinese style of 

music. 

1. Cheng 

This instrument has been recorded in Chinese literature 

since Ch'in Dynasty (897-221 BC). The modern Cheng is 

basically an oblong wooden box with a highly curved 

soundboard encompassing an arc of almost 180°. It is 

approximately 4 feet long and less than a foot wide. It 
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has 16 strings, each suspended over the upper soundboard 

by its own adjustable bridge that functions as a device 

for fine tuning. The bridge divides each string into two 

sections; the portion to the right of the bridge defines 

the open-string tuning mode and designates the plucking 

area, while the left-hand section is the area where the 

ornamentation techniques and pitch alterations are 

determined. The Cheng performer plucks the strings with 

the fingernails of his right hand while his left-hand 

fingers apply pressure to the strings to execute vibrato 

and pitch alterations. The strings are tuned to give three 

complete octaves of a pentatonic scale. 

EXAMPLE 5-7, m.162-4 

The Butterfly Lovers applies a technique of Cheng 

(see example above), which requires that the eighth-notes 

should be played short and actively as imitating the 'tiao' 

(pizz.) of Cheng playing. "Colle" is the most suitable 

bowing for this effect. The slurred thirty-second notes 

should be articulated imitating the 'gua'(glissando) of 

Cheng playing. Use of the left-hand pizzicato and string 

crossing accents with the bow would help in this effect. 
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2. Pi-pa 

The archetype of the modern Pi-pa, which has a pear-

shaped soundbox, probably originated in central Asia and 

arrived in China before or during the Northern Wei dynasty 

(AD 386-534). It has four strings over 16 frets which 

produce a diatonic pattern with intervals approximately 

equal to Western whole tones and semitones. The strings 

are tuned A-D-E-A. The performer's right-hand plucks the 

string with his fingernails while his left-hand fingers 

control the pitch. The name of Pi-pa originally referred 

to two different techniques of the right hand: pi meant 

"to play forward" while Pa meant "to play backward"; they 

are equivalent to the modern Chin8se terms 'tan' and 'tiao'. 

EXAMPLE 5-8, m.346-8 

421 ti rug 
The solo violin here imitates 'Sao'(sweep) of Pi-pa 

playing. The chord should be played accenting rhythm rather 

than harmony. The key word of this playing is: "Let the 

open-stings ring!" 

3. Erh-Hu 

Erh-hu is the major bowed string instrument in the 
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Chinese orchestra, similar to the violin in the West. 

It is related to the large HU-Qin family which includes 

Ban-hu, Gao-hu, Jinghu, Zhong-hu, Ge-hu, and others. These 

bowed instruments are largely used in all kinds of folk 

music and regional operas. Erh-hu is approximately 30 

inches high with two strings tuned D-A. The tube resonator, 

either round or hexagonal, has one end covered with 

snakeskin and the other end usually decorated with an 

open-work design. 

The techniques of Erh-hu have been used extensively 

in the solo violin part of The Butterfly Lovers. Besides 

the slides of the left-hand technique of Erh-hu which have 

been mentioned above, example 5-9 is an example of the 

imitated bowing. The bow moves very fast from the frog 

to the tip at the beginning of high G, and immediately 

follows the tremolo bowing controlled by the nervously 

shaking wrist. In Erh-hu's bowing, it is named 'Dou'. 

EXAMPLE 5-9, m.334-5 

V 'r V 

f 
t':\ > 

~ f ® : i 
. f 

1% 7 II 
fp 
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,C 0 N C L U S ION S 

The Butterfly Lovers is an important work because 

it is the first violin concerto to combine Western form 

and Chinese content. It opens up new directions for the 

development of symphonic music in China. Without 

question, the success of this concerto is its 'Chinese 

nationalization'. In this regard, The Butterfly Lovers 

is a pioneering work because it is the first to successfully 

blend the traditional Chinese aesthetic tenets, the means 

of artistic expression, and the techniques of performance 

with the 'imported' art of Western symphonic music. 

Compositions of symphonic music in China is still 

very limited even though Western music has been introduced 

in China for approximately one hundred years. The first 

Chinese work for violin was composed in Paris, in 1920, 

by Li Siguang who was a Chinese geologist. Until the advent 

of The Butterfly Lovers in 1959, no Chinese violin concerto 

of note was produced. This concerto has helped create 

valuable compositional methods for Chinese pentatonic music 

which might inspire modern composers in both the East and 

the West. Any national art treasure should be valued 

internationally. Like the music of American George 

Gershwin, or that of Armenian Aram Khachaturian, He Zhanhao 
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and Chen Gang's The Butterfly Lovers enriches the modern 

violin concerto repertoire and deserves universal 

recognition through study and performance. 
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A P PEN DIe E S 



Appendix I: 

MUSICAL ANALYSIS CHART OF 

THE BUTTERFLY LOVERS VIOLIN COCERTO 

1. Exposition (RanaI:lce) m.1-290 
'sonata form' 
1 • ' exposition' 1-50 

a) Intro. 1-11 
D-Zhi,FI.Ob.solo 

b)FT-a1, 11-30 
D-Zhi,solo x2 

c)ST-a1, 31-38 
D-Gong/A-Zhi,vn/vc duet 

d)FT-b1&a1 39-49 
D-Zhi,tutti/solo 

e)Trans. 50 
D-Zhi,cadanza 

2. 'development' 51-243 
ternary (ABA) 
A)Intro .. & ST-a2 51-120 

(theme-variations) 
a)Theme,B-Zhi,solo59-70 
b)Va.1,B-Zhi,solo 73-84 
c)Va.2,B-zhi,cannon 85-109 
d)Va. 3,E-Zhi,tutti, 1 09-120 

B)FT-b2 121-207 
a)E .. Zhi,solo 121-154 
b)A-Zhi,solo 155-178 
c )E-Zhi, tutti 178-189 
d)tran.solo/tutti190-207 

A)St-a2 & tran. 208-243 
B-Zhi, tutti/solo 

3. 'recap' 244-290 
a)FT-a2,solo 244-268 
b) coda, solo/tutti 269-290 

III.Recap (transfigur.) 660-714 
1.Intro. 660-665 

D-Zhi,Fl.solo 
2.FT-a1 666-683 

D-Zhi,tutti/solo 
3.FT-b5 684-696 

D-Zhi,solo/tutti 
4.FT-a1 697-709 

D-Zhi,solo/tutti 
5.00da 710-714 

D-Zhi,solo(recit.) 

*FT=First Theme 
Intro=Introduction 
Va.=Variation 

II.Development(Defiance) 291-659 
'concerto form' F-S-F 
1."First movement" 291-445 

'sonata form' 
A) 'exposition' 291-337 

a) Intro.=ST-b1 291-308 
A-Zhi,tutti 

b)ST-b2 309-323 
F-Zhi,tutti 

c)FT-a3 324-337 
C-Zhi,solo(recit.) 

B) 'development' 338-425 
FT-b3 & trans. 

a)D-Zhi,solo 346-369 
b)G-Zhi,solo 370-409 
c)G-Zhi,FT-b4 410-425 

solo/tutti 
C) 'recap' 426-445 

ST-b3,G-Zhi,tutti 
2."Second movement" 446-467 
ST-~, "last farewell" 
A)~-Zhi,solo 448-457 
B)B -Zhi,vn/vcDuet 458-467 

3."Third movement!! 468-659 
A) I~ro. ';68-480 

B -Zhi/E-Zhi,tutti 
B)FT-a4 481-498 

E-Zhi,solo(recit.) 
C)tran. 499-554 

E-Zhi,solo/tutti 
D)theme &vari. 555-615 

a)FT-a5 555-567 
A-Gong, solo 

b)Va.1 568-577 
A-Gong, solo 

c)Va.2 578-601 
E-Zhi,tutti 

d)va.3 602-615 
E-Zhi,solo 

E)tran. 616-647 
E-Zhi,tutti/solo(recit.) 

4.00da,ST-b4 647-659 
E-Gong/A-gong/E-Zhi,tutti 

st=Second Theme 
Trans=Transition 
F-S-F=Fast/Slow/Fast 
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Appendix II: 48 

HISTORICAL INFORMATION OF 

THE BUTTERFLY LOVERS VIOLIN CONCERTO 

Composed: 1958-9 

Published: 
Violin/Orchestra May 1960 

Violin/Piano 1991 

First Performed: May 1958 

Recorded: 1959 

1961 

1971 

1978 

1979 

1981 

1982 

He Zhanhao & Chen Gang 

He Zhanhao & Chen Gang 
Shanghai Arts Publishing House 
Chen Gang 
Shanghai Arts Publishing House 

Yu Lina, violin 
Shanghai Concervatory Symphony 
Orchestra/Fan Chengwu,conductor 

Yu Lina 
Shanghai Concervatory Symphony 
Orchestra/Fan Chengwu 
(M034) 

Sheng Rong 
Shanghai Concervatory Symphony 
Orchestra/Fan Chengwu 
(ATC152) 

Lin Kechang 
Hong Kong Philharmonic 
Orchestral Lin Kechang 

Lin Kehan 
Hong Kong Philharmonic 
Orchestra/Hans Gunterer 
(Philips 6598939) 

Yu Lina 
Shanghai Ballet Orchestra 
Chen Xieyang 

Takako Nishizaki 
Nagoya Symphony Orchestra 
Lin Kechang 
(HK 1003) 

Takako Nishizaki 
Gumma Symphony Orchestra 
Henry Shek 
(HK 6240103) 



1984 

1986 

1986 

1990 

1990 

Tang Baodi 
Central Philharmonic Orchestra 
Han Zhongjie 

Do Junyi 
Central Philharmonic Orchestra 
Han Zhongjie 
(Philips 416678) 

Yu Lina 
Shanghai Symphony Orchestra 
Chen Xieyang 

Takako Nishizaki 
Czecho-Slovak Radio Symphony 
Orchestra/Kenneth Jean 
(Marco Polo 8.223350) 

Xue Wei 
Berlin Radio Symphony 
Orchestral Tang Muhai 
(RM-1344) 
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